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2. HOAN Report 2018-2020

Since its reactivation in 2016, following the EASA conference in Milan, HOAN has experienced a steady expansion as regards its global connections, the number of members and the activities in which they participate.

This is related to the rising interest in the subject in Europe and worldwide, as the history of anthropology subdisciplinary field passes from the margins to the centre.

By 2020, the network has over 200 members. The number of History of Anthropology panels at EASA has been increasing over time, with EASA 2020 Lisboa setting the record of 7 HoA panels and 1 roundtable convened by HOAN members.
3. History of Anthropology panels at EASA 2020
TUESDAY 21 JULY
11:00-12:45
14:00-15:45

**P001:** “Ethnographers before Malinowski [History of Anthropology Network]”
Convenors: Christine Laurière, Frederico D. Rosa; Han F. Vermeulen (Discussant)

WEDNESDAY 22 JULY
8:30-10:15 / 11:00-12:45

**P049:** “Uncomfortable Ancestors: Anthropology (not) Dealing with Totalitarian Regimes.” Convenors: Fabiana Dimpflmeier, Reinhard Johler

**P179:** “Curating the (Post)Colonial in Europe and Beyond.” Convenors: Chiara De Cesari, Wayne Modest

14:00-15:45

**R001:** “Anthropological Perspectives: Past, Present and Future [Roundtable]” Convenors: Aleksandar Boskovic, Virginia Dominguez; Salma Siddique (Chair); Thomas Hylland Eriksen (Discussant)

THURSDAY 23 JULY
8:30-10:15 / 11:00-12:45

**P003:** “World Fairs, Exhibitions, and Anthropology: Revisiting Contexts of Post/Colonialism [Europeanist Network]” Convenors: Hande A. Birkalan-Gedik, Patrícia Ferraz de Matos, Andrés Barrera-González

**P176:** “Engaged Anthropology at Times of Nationalistic Enhancement in the XX Century.” Convenors: Grazyna Kubica-Heller, and Anna Engelking

**P120:** The Futures of Visual Restitution. Convenors: Rodrigo Lacerda, Renato Athias

24 JULY
11:00-12:45
14:00-15:45

**P030:** “Making and Remaking Anthropology Museums: Provenance and Restitution.” Convenors: Adam Kuper, Han F. Vermeulen
Keynote and Opening: Marilyn Strathern

MONDAY 20 JULY 2020
17:00 - 19:00

Terms of engagement

Anthropology is nothing if it is not a particular way of describing the world. Yet what is most precious to it - the terms and concepts that mark it as a discipline - can also be the most tricky....
4. HOAN Newsletters and Subpage within EASA Website
HOAN Newsletter No. 16, June 2020

Resources (Newsletter no 16)
- HOAN newsletter 16a - June 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16b Conference Lausanne - 202101
- HOAN Newsletter 16c review Zumwalt King Anderson 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16d Review King 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16e Book Delorme Poutot 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16f Book Georget Ivanoff Kuba 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16g Article Gingrich 2018
- HOAN Newsletter 16h Obituary Pereira 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16i Article Hart 2018
- HOAN Newsletter 16j Article Kohl 2019
- HOAN Newsletter 16k Book Lenz 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16l Article Matos 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16m E-book Rozenberg 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16n Article Vermeulen 2019
- HOAN Newsletter 16o Article Walsh 2020
- HOAN Newsletter 16p Provenance Leiden 2020

HOAN Newsletter No. 15, March 2020

Resources (Newsletter no 15)
- HOAN newsletter 15a - 202003
- HOAN Newsletter 15b Conference Paris - 201912
- HOAN Newsletter 15c Conference Madrid - 201912
- HOAN Newsletter 15d Exhibition Lisbon - 202001
- HOAN Newsletter 15e Meeting Lisbon - 202002
- HOAN Newsletter 15f Conference Goettingen - 202003
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6. New HOAN convenors 2020-2022
Fabiana Dimpflmeier (PhD La Sapienza University of Rome) was trained as archivist (Vatican School of Palaeography, Diplomatics, and Archives Administration). Since 2018 she teaches at La Tuscia University of Viterbo and is Director of the Ethnology Department of the International Research Institute for Archaeology and Ethnology. She is currently Research Fellow at the University of Pisa.

Her research interests include Italian and British history of anthropology, travel and escapist literature, as well as regional identities and nation building processes with a particular focus on the colonial and fascist discourse, the relationship with Otherness, and maritime dimensions.

Among her recent publications:


Frederico Delgado Rosa (PhD in Ethnology, University of Paris X – Nanterre) is a comparative historian of anthropology (CRIA NOVA FCSH/LAHIC IIAC). Since 2008, he teaches at NOVA University (Lisbon). He is codirector (with Christine Laurière) of BEROSE International Encyclopaedia of the Histories of Anthropology, and co-convenor (with Han F. Vermeulen) of the HOAN (EASA).

His research interests include the history anthropology and ethnography, with a particular focus on evolutionism, comparative mythology and transitional paradigms of late 19th and early 20th century, as well as salvage ethnography in African, Oceanic and American contexts.

He authored, among other works:

*Elsdon Best, l’ethnographe immémorial. Sauvetage et transformation de la mythopoétique maorie* (Elsdon Best, the immemorial ethnographer: salvaging and transforming Maori mythopoetics), with a preface by Herbert S. Lewis, 2018.

*Exploradores portugueses e reis africanos* (Portuguese explorers and african kings), with Filipe Verde, 2013.
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